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GRAIN BOUNDARY SLIDING AT HIGH TEMPERATURES 

1. ' 'INTRODUCTION 

wl1en a constant load or stress is applied to a metal over a prolonged 

period. of time, particularly at high temperatures, plastic flow occurs 

and the metal very slowly deforms. This time-dependent deformation, 

which occurs by a thermally activated process, is known as "creep". In 

this chapter, we will see how quantitative metallography may be applied 

to creep-tested specimens to yield information on the importance of 

diff.erent deformation mechanisms; such an approach has a wide application 

in materials science. 

During creep tests, measurements are usually taken of the total 

strain at regular increments of time, and creep curves plotted in the 

manner shown in Fig. 1. In general, there is an instantaneous strain, 

£ , and then three distinct stages of creep. Primary creep (Stage I). in 
o 

which the creep rate is decreasing with time, 'represents the period in 
-~ 

which a stable substructure is developing '.vithin the grains of the 

material. This substructure usually remains unchanged during secondary, 

or steady state, creep (Stage II), and the creep rate then remains es-

sentially coristant with increasing strain. Tertiary creep (Stage III) 

is a period in which the creep rate rapidly increases, ultimately leading 

to failure of the material. Under conditions of constant load, rather 

than constant stress, the secondary stage may pass rapidly into an ex-

tended ,tertiary region, since the stress is then continually increasing 

throughout the test. 
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In Fig.' 1, .curve a is typical of thatobtained.at low temperatures;. 

an increase of temperature or stress wil~ give curves band c. For pure' 

polycrystalline material, . tested at constant. stress ,the total strain 

marking the onset of the secondary or tertiary. stage~ is usually. insensitive .. 

to temperature. However~ there is a strong stress dependence such that 

the onset of each stage occurs at a higher strain for an increase in 

stress. 

• Since creep is a thermally activated process, the creep rate £ 

may be represented by an Arrhenius-type e C!uat ion of the form 

e = Ae·~Q/RT £ 

where A '" constant* '" 
Q = activation energy for creep 

• .1" .". 

R = gas constant ) 

T = temperature in degrees Kelvin. 

Experiments on a large number of materials have shown that the 

activation energy for creep is approximately eC!ual to that for self-

diffusion at temperatures ln the range 0.5-0.9 T , where T is the melt-m m 

ing point of the material in degrees Kelvin. 

The predominant processes of deformation involved in the creep of 

metals at high temperatures are: 

(i) Dislocation glide, giving rise to crystalline slip. 

(ii) Dislocation cross-slip and climb, giving rise to recovery and 

sUb-grain formation. 

(iii) Grain boundary sliding~ 

*-A is constant for any given stress but the approximation arises due to 
a slight dependence on.temperature • 

'.: 

'.' 

. II 
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(iv) Grain boundary migration. 

(v) Vacancy diffusion • 

Of these processes, (i), (ii) and (v) are transgranular, so that 

they contribute to tbe extension within the individual grains. Process 

(iv) refers to the bodily movement of the boundary in a direction per-

pendicuJ..ar to the boundary plane, and this makes no significant con-. 

tribution to the total strain. Process (iIi) refers to the displacement 

of adjacent grains relative to each other by movement along their mutual 

boundaries, and this contributes to the overall stre,in but not to the 

strain within individual gra.ins, 

. The mechanisms by which a metal deforms under creep conditions are 

dependent upon tbe applied stress, the temperature, and the grain size. 

The temperature dependence is particularly important since the grain 

boundaries act a.s a source of strength in the material at low tempera-

tures, by obstructing the movement of dislocations from one grain to the 

next. As the temperature is raised, bo\fever, the strength of the 

boundary region decreases rapidly, until a critical temperatures is 

reached at wbich it is equal to the strength of the grains. At tempera-

tl.lres greater than this, an important part of the deformation is due to . 

grain boundary sliding, and the fracture changes f;t'om predominantly trans-

granular to predominantly intergranular. In practice, it is found that 

this critical temperature is of the order of O. 4~o. 5 lr for s:?ecimens m 

tested under slow' rates of strain. 

2. DETERlVIINING . rrHE . IMPORTANCE· OF GRAIN· BOUNDARY· SLIDING 

Grain.boundary sliding is an extremely important process ir: the 

deformation of materials at high tempera.tures, since a high incidence 
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of sliding may lead to .the formation of small.voids or cavities in the 

boundaries, and the linking of these will ultimately: give rise to inter-

granular failure. However, it is not easy to.accurately determine the 

contribution made by grain boundary sliding to.the overall strain. 

If the transgranular processes, such as crystalline slip, contribute 

an extension E to the overall strain, and grain boundary sliding con-s . " 

tributes an extensive Egb' then the total extension Et is simply the "', 

''-,,\ 

sum of these two parts, such that 

(1) 

" ; 

In practice it is usually mor~ convenient to express the contribution 
., 
• I 

made by grain strain or grain boundary sliding as a percentage of the 
, ", 

' .... ,~ ;.;.:",,,> '". t-

Measurements of grain boundary sliding are best undertaken at the 

surface of a metal, and the question therefore arises as to whether 

such measurements are typical of sliding in the interior. Recently, ".~.~: ~_ ..:'.: .:.; 

experiments have been reported using specimens with internal markers, 

and these indicate that there is little difference between sliding at - r 

the surface and in the interior; in this chapter we will therefore restrict 

ourselves entirely to surface -observations. 

When two surface grains, X and Y, slide over each other in a poly-

crystalline specimen, offsets are produced at the boundary, in the , -manner shovm schematically in Fig. 2. If AC represents the sliding 

vector,then uis the component of sliding resolved along the stress 

", . axis, w is the component in the plane of the surface perpendicular to 

the stress axis,and v is the component measured perpendicular both to 
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the stress axis and to.the specimen surface •. If.we also define e as the 

angle between the stress axis and the trace .of the grain boundary in 

the plane of the surface, and ljJ as the internal angle between the 

boundary and the surface measured on a longitudinal sectio:;:}, then it 

follows that 

u = 'v 
tan ljJ + 

w 
tan e (2) 

Equation (2) i.s difficult to use in practice, since the internal 

angle ljJ can only he measured by .sectioningthe specimen. A more obvious 

way of determining the grain boundary sliding contribution j.s by scribing 

a line of known length on the specimen surface, parallel to the stress 

axis, and measuring theu offset at every point along the line. It 

then follows that the strain due to sliding is given by 

1 
Egb -- I 

a 

(3) 

(4) 

where nR. is the number of grains per unit length, parallel to the stress 

axis, in the unstrained specimen, and uR. is the average u .offset de

termined from longitudinal markers. 

Unfortunately, it is ,often difficult to measure the longitudinal 

(u) offsets at positions along a longitudinal marker, since boundary 

migration or other topographical changes will tend to obscure the points 

at which the line meets the boundary. 'rhis is clearly shown in Fig. 3,:· 

from vThich it is apparent that a better procedure is to take readings 

of u along a transverse line. In this case, however, it is also 
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necessary,to measure:theangle e in ,the plane ,of the ,surface between 

,the boundary and ,the stress axis at every point:of intersection of the 

marker with a,boundary. £ b is then calculated from the equation 
g , ' 

where the ,subscript t denotes measurements taken along a transverse 

traverse. 

The angle e is included in Eq. ,( 5) to compensate for the fact that 

the average value of u determined from a transverse traverse (~t) is not 

,the same as the average value determined from a longitudinal traverse 

(u.R,). This difference arises since the average angle of intersection 

between a line drawn longitudinally and the grain boundaries so inter-', 

sected is not 45°, because of the greater tendency of the line to inter-

'sect boundaries which are perpendicular to it. In fact, it can be shown 

,,'" theoretically, and is easily demonstrated experimentally (see section 6), 

that the average, angle is e = 57.3°. For a transverse traverse it 
.:-.... 

a, : 

therefore -follows that the average angle between the intersected boundaries" 

and the stress axis is 90° - 57~3° = 32.7°. By multiplying the u offset 

with the tangent of the angle e at each point along a transverse traverse, 

and taking the mean resultant value, as indicated in Eq. (6), this 

difference ,between the hlO traverses is elimina.ted. 

An alternative method of obtaining y is by determining the average 

displacement, v; perpendicular to the surface, ,betw~en adjacent'grains. 

,'''.... '-F '," This procedure is particularly attractive, since individual displacements 
" 

may be measured with a high degree of accuracy, and the ,method requires 
. ~. . ~' , 

no preliminary scr'i bing of the specimen surface. A difficulty arises, 

. ~ ... 
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however, since, in order .to calculs.te y~it is necessary to convert 

from an average offset perpendicular.tothesurface to a strain along 

the stress axis. 

In practice, y is best calculated from.the equation 

.k n . . v 
y % 100 r r 

:::: 
E
t 

(6 ) 

where k is a geometrical conversion factor, n~. is the number of grains per 

unit length measured before testing on lines randomly oriented with 

.respect to the stress axis, and. v is the average displacement perpen-r . 

dicular to the surface from randomly chosen boundaries. A method of 

determining k experimentally is described in section 5. 

3. PREPARATION OF THE MATERIAL 

Magnesium is a suitable metal for grain boundary sliding observa-

tions, particularly since the limited number of available slip systems 

suggests that the sliding contribution may be high. This ma.terial has 

a close-packed hexagonal structure, with a ·c/a ratio of 1.6~~3 at room 

temperature. The melting temperature is 650°C. 

Specimens are prepared from either rod or sheet; typical dimensions 

for specimens produced from 0.5 11 diameter rod are given in Fig •. 4, showing 

two parallel test faces approximately 0.25" apart. Annealing is carried 

out to give the required grain size, but, prior to this, it is advisable 

to give the test faces of the specimen an initial rough polish on emery 

paper to remove the machining grooves. It is not possible to stipula.te 

an exact annealing temperature :to give a particular grain size, since 

this will depend on .the extrusion condHions of the material. In general, 
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hewever, specimens annealed fer 2 hbursat .temperatures in the range • c ,<41' '. ~~.~ ' • 

.•.. ~/'~ .1' t 

450~580oc sheuld previde a co.nvenient, grain size',ef .the erder ef 25-50' 
[,\' 

grains/cm. The anriealing should be carriedeut in an argen atmosphere,' ·I
l 

'.'. 
0.1' in a clese-fitting magnesium tube containing a.few granules ef 

titanium to. absorb any exygen. 

After annealing, the specimen is remeved frem the furnace, allewed' 

to. coel, and polished en successively finer gradesef SiC paper and " ' 

diamond paste. Finally, the specimen is electro-pelished fer 60 minutes 

in a selutien of 350 ml. ef ertho-phospheric acid and 625 rol. ef ethyl 

'. 2 
alcehol, using a current density ef abeut 0.5 A/dm. To. obtain the 

cerrect current , it is eften convenient to "stop:-eff"' all but ene test 

face ef the specimen with a suitable lacquer. It is essential to. wash 

the specimen in running water immediately after remeval from the solutien, 

since the free acid formed en hydrolysis will tend to. attack the surface. 

After a few seconds in water,: the specimen is rinsed quickly in methyl 

alcehol and dried. 

In erder to. measure the grain size, the boundaries are revealed by 

etching in a ,suitable reagent. TypicaJ. reagents fer magnesium a.re a 

10% acqueous solution of acetic acid (etching time = 20-30 secend,s) 

er 2% nital (etching time = 10 seconds). The grain size is determined 

by measuring the number of boundary intercepts per unit length, prior 

to. straining, along a number ef traverses beth parallel$ perpend,icular, 

andrandemly eriented with respect to. the.stress axis (to give nR.' nt 

and n respectively), Measurements should be ta.ken cevering the whole 
I' 

ef the test ,surface, and a,comparisen of nJ/, and nt will.shew whether the 

grains are entirely equi-axed. Finally, the specj~en is repolished on 

,-
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fine diamond paste, and the electropolishing repeated as before but 

without the final etch. 

4. ' 'MEASUREMENT' OF 'GRAIN BOUNDARY' SLIDING, 

Prior to testing, fine lines are scribed on the test face of the 

specimen perpendicular to the stress axis, using either a very fine 

needle or a diamond stylus attached to the moving stage of a travelling 

microscope. 

Creep tests are carried out und.er conditions of constant load or 

constant stress ata temperature of 200°C ( 0.51 T ). This temperature 
m 

is chosen since it is sufficiently high for grain boundary sliding to 

occur, but not so high that problems arise with oxidation of the surface. 

Surface oxidation 'is easily prevented at 200°C by coating the test face 

in silicone oil; at higher temperatures it is usually necessary to per-

form the tests in an argon atmosphere. 

A gauge length is carefully scribed on the specimen before testing, 

by placing two lines, perpendicular to the stress axis 9 at either end 

of the test face. The separation bet\leen these lines is measured with 

a travelling microscope, and the cross-sectional dimensions of the 

specimen are determined uslng a micrometer. The test face is then coated 

in silicone oi}" and the specimen introduced into the furnace at the 

test temperature. After the temperature has been regai.ned, it is held 

steady for at least an hour before applying the load, to permit thermal 

equilibrium throughout the specimen. 

A suitable load is required to give an extension of the order of 

'3-4% in about 1 week. ,If the extension is much greater than this, the 

contribution from grain boundary sliding ;vill probably be small. On the 
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other hand, ,at slow'er strain rates the sliding, contribution will be 

higher, ,but ,the offsets produced maybe hardly discernible because of 

the small total extension. A ,suitable load to achieve this result will 

probably be of the order of 1000-2000 Ib/in 2 (1 Ib/in 2 :: 7xlO- 2 kg/cm 2 ). 

for a specimen of 25,-50 grains/cm. 

If the specimen is removed from the ,furnace at regular increments 

.~ .' 

" ,tt 

',j 

" 
-''''j, 

of time, such as each morning over a period of one week, the new gauge "', .. .: 

length may be measured and the total strain ca.lculated. Alternatively,' 

many creep machines are fitted with dial gauges, which directly ,indicate 

the total extension. Using this data, a creep curve is then plotted 

of the type shown in Fig. 1. 

After creep testing, the specimen is removed from the furnace, 

washed in methyl alcohol' to ,remove the silicone 0:1.1, and the new gauge 

length carefully measured to determine the overall extensione
t

• Before '" 

making the detailed measurements described in thi,s section, the specimen 

surface is critically examined under a'microscope, and a record made of 

any prominent deformation features. For example, ,folds may be observed 

" emerging from some triple points, due to the stress built up by grain 

boundary sliding. A typical fold is shown in Fig. 5. 

4.i. 'Offsetsper;eendicular to' the Surface 

On exatnining the specimen under the microscope, it will be observed 

that many of the 'surface grains have been displaced relative to each· 

other, ar:d' discrete. steps occur at the grain boundaries bet'Teen two 

.adjacent grains. This.is clearly shown in Fig. 6, in which a specimen 

", .. 

~i ' 

,~ ': ::~. ,.: "< , 
'f .',' *, 

, ~ I ;',:t I ,.' ~: 
. ~ I. ,. " 

'. , 
" 

,was tested having two polished facesmutually.perpendicular to each 
f ... i ,', 

. " 
. othe.r. By ,the use of Ii microscope having a calibrated fine focussing ';' 

, . 
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knob, the height of individual steps can bedetermUled by recording the 

separatereadi:ngswhen the microscope is.focussed.at oxidation pits on 

either side of the boundary. Because of the inherent difficulties of 

this technique, it is usually only possible to measure step heights to 

an accuracy of ± O.5~. 

If the individual steps are small, .less than about l]Jm in height, 

they are more easily measured by the use of interferometry. This is 

best carried out by using an interference microscope, since this allows 

the fringes to be freely rotated into any direction, but, if this is not 

available, equally acceptable results can also .be obtained using e.n 

interference attachment with an ordinary microscope. 

The principle of the interference mieroscope is illustrated 

schematically in Fig. 7. A beam of light from a white or monochromatic 

source is divided by a beam-splitting prism, so that half of it passes 

to the specimen whose surfa.ce contour is required, and the other half 

is reflected from a plane mirror, of chosen reflectivity, to provide 

a reference wavefront. The two reflected beams are then recombined to 

form interference fringes, which are observed in the microscope eye

piece. The separation between the fringes is equal to >"/2, where >.. 

is the wavelength of the light source. Thallium is often used as the 

monochromatic light source, and the separa.tion between the lines is 

then O.27pm • 

To determine the step.height, the fringes are rotated with a 

system of optical wedges so that they lie perpendicular to the grain 

boundary under observation. When using an interference objective 

with an ordinary mieroscope, however, it is necessary to rotate the 
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specimen instead •. If there is a step at ,the.boundary,this will result 
'1, 

in a sharp displacement of the fringes from one side of the bo'Undary to 
\w' 

the other, and an estimate is .then made .ofthe step' height to an accuracy 

of 'VO.2 of a fringe~'V0.0611m). 
, 

It may sometimes be observed' that the 

boundary has migrated,.or moved laterally, so that a.nt~ber of boundary 
. ~ . .; ':"tt ;' 

10, ~ _, 

'. ~'. !-i :; o' 

I . ~~ . • 
I'.;,. < ' 

traces are then visible. In those cases it is still possible to measure!,: . ~'./." 

the step height with the same degree of accuracy by simply extrapolating 
.' 

the fringes from one side of the boundary 'to the other. 

All measurements should be taken using monochromatic light of a 
r 

known wavelength. However, this provides fringes of the same intensity 

on, either side of the boundary, and it is therefore not possible to 
,,, 

distinguish steps that are greater than one fringe displacement. To 
~' . - ' 

" . 
. , check this, it is necessary to switch to a white light source, which ,' .... ; .... ' 

':":>0/":" 

then gives an interference pattern having a dark central fringe and '. ' 
. ! * 

i' 

fringes of decreasing intensity on either side. Using white light, an ~, o· < ~ 

estimate is made of the total munber o:f fringes displaced, if greater than:':' . 

one~ and the final reading obtained using monochromatic light in the 

usual way. Typical offsets obtained with a white light source are 

shown in Fig. 8. This figure also reveals slip lines in a number of 

the grains, and interferometry may be used to determine the maximum 

slip height. 

It may sometimes happen that one or two .very large steps, greater 

than about 2]1ID, occur on.the specimen surface. These are difficult 
.; , ,. 

to measure since, on checking the fringe displacement with the white 

light source, it is often found that the dark central fringe on one 

'.', side of the boundary is displaced into the neighboring grain. '1'his 
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problem is . overcome by calibrating the ,focussing .scre" of the inter-

ference microscope in microns, by noting.the depth of focus between the 

top and bottom of an impression of knm·T.(l .depth.'l'he large steps are 

then measured accurately using white light,by focussing on one side 

of the boundary and noting the position of the.central fringe, and then 

re-focussing on the other side so that the central fringe is in the 

same position. The step height is recorded directly by noting the dis-

tance rotated by the focussing screw. 

Measurements are taken to determine the mean step height, v 
r 

This 

is done by carrying out a longitudinal traverse of the specimen, using 

a magnification such that the average grain d:i.ameter is less than half 

of the field of view, and recording the step height at any randomly 

selected position on every grain boundary passing through the field of 

view. On completion of one traverse, the field is changed to a new 

position and the process repeated. A large number of readings are 

required to determine the mean step height at a statistically acceptable 

level. 

'ro determine the error bars, representhlg the 95% confidence limits, 

the Standard Deviation, a, is calculated from the equation 

N-l 

where N is the total nuraber of readings taken. 

The Standard Error of v is obtained from 
r 

.: a 
S.E.(v) = 

r IN 
(8) 
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To calculate the 95% confidence limits,. the. Standard Error of 
, . 

vr ismultiplied·by 1.96. In general, .it will bef01.lndthat about 3'00 

, ' 

individual readings of vr ·are required to give an . accuracy of ;tlO% at. ~,';" \1\ 

.the 95% confidence level. 
:f ., 

.'," 

t, .... 

The value of v obtained in this way, together with the measured 
r 

value of k (see section 5), may then be inserted into Eg. (6) to yield 'Y. 

·4;2 •.. Offsets· in the' Plane· of· the· Surface 

To measure the offsets in marker lines scribed on the surface, it 

is convenient to use a projection microscope and take.readings directly' 

from the screen. A number of transverse 'lines·are traversed, and read-

ings taken of both ut and et at each point. where a ~rain boundary is 

intersected by a marker. An estimate Of£gb' and hence y; is then 

... obtained from Eg. (5). 

A large number of readings is a.gain requir·ed to obtain a statis

tically a.cceptableresult; for example, after taking 300 readings of u 

and 8, the error bars will probably be of the order of ±15% at the 95% 

confidence level. Typical offsets in a transverse marker are shown in 

Fig. 9, which also shows evidence of extensive gain boundary migration. 

If marker lines are also scribed on the surface parallel to;.the 

stre·ss axis, .measurements may be taken to determine w9,' the average w 

offset determined from longitudinal markers. Unfortunately, it is not 

possible to obtain an accurate determinationof£gb solely from measure

ments of w, since this component of sliding is independent of the v 

component perpendicular.to the surface. In practice, it is found that 

the sliding.component is enhanced perpendicular to the surface, since 

,. 

: >: 'i'~ ., 

" movement is .then able to take place without restriction, whereas in the 
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plane of t.he surface .the . movement is restricted'bythe adjacent grains. 

This is taken· into account when taki'ng measurements .of u~ since this 

contains both a v and a w component (Eg •. (2)). 

The difference between the w a.nd the v components can be easily 

verified by determining WR, from a longitudinal traverse, and then re

traversing the same line a.nd taking measu.rements of v at. the same 

boundaries to give vR,' .The results 1-lill reveal that, although v and w 

both represent components of sliding measured perpendicular to the 

stress axis, vR, is larger than wQ,' 

5 ... MEASUREMENT OF' GRAIN STRAIN 

The best method of determining the contribution made by grain 

boundary sliding to the overall extension is by the indirect approach 

of measuring the percentage extension 6 due to transgranular processes, 

To do this, it is necessary to obtain a measure of the average grain 

strain £s' and then subtract this from the total extension E:t to give 

£gb by difference. 

'. E can be determined by putting a series of closely spaced parallel 
s 

lines on to the specimen surface, perpendicular to the stress axis, and 

of a spacing slightly less than the average grain diameter. If the 

spacing of the lines is known accurately before t.esting, the specimens 

may be creep.tested to some known total strain, a.nd £ determined by 
s 

measuring the line separation in those grains which are intersected by 

two or more lines. In Fig. 10, for example, the extension due to trans-

granular processes may.be measured at points A, B, C, D, E, etc. 

It is quite possib1e.to carry out. this work using scribed lines 

on the surface, although this method should only be utilized if facilities 
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are ,available for scribing such lines with an accurately known separa--

tion. The high, degree of . accuracy required, for .this work can be easily .. · 
, . 

seen by considering a specimen having a grain size of about 50 grains/cm. 

At a total strain of the order of 2% it is necessary, in order to 

resolve any increase in line separation, to.beable to measure to an 

. -It 
accuracy of ±lxlO cm. A better, and less tedious, method is to print 

a grid of lines on to the surface by a photographic means. This tech-

nique, which we' will now describe, is also applicable to, other metals 

such as aluminum • 

. * A graticule is required for this purpose, either in the form of a 

glass photographic plate with a negative image of the grid printed on 

one side, or with the grid produced by the direct . evaporation of metal 

on glass. A negative image is required to give a positive contact print 

on the test surface, and the plate should be of a convenient size so 

that it fits 011 to the test face of the specimen. A network of fine 

lines of the order of 80 per em is convenient for use with specimens, 

having a grain size of 25-50 grains/em. 

The method consists essentially of direct contact printing, using 

photographic materials obtainable from the Kodak Company. A preliminary 

requirement is that the photographic plate is absolutely clean, since 

any dirt or dust is reproduced in the image. It is therefore advan-

tageous to thoroughly clean the plate in a trichloroethylene vapor 

* Obtainable from numerous optica~ manufacturers in 'the United States; 
refer to liThe Optical Industry and Systems Directory" for current 

'listing. In Great Britain, obtainable from Graticules Ltd., 18/20 
Garrick Street, London W.C. 2 (products ,available in the United 
,States through the Ealing Corporation, Cambridge, Massachusetts) • 
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degreaser before each use •. A photographic emulsion, Kodak Photo Resist 

(KPR), is .then flowed onto the test surface, so.that the whole surface 

is wetted~ and the specimen is clamped horizontally, test surface upper

most, at the center of awhirler, and rotated for 10 minutes at room 

temperature at a speed of about 100 r.p.m. The KPR is dried by whirling 

for a further 10 minutes in forced warm air at 60°C. 'l'lds produces a 

very thin and even coating of KPH, although, if awhirler is not avail

able, satisfactory results can also be obtained by dip coating. 

The master plate is then held rigidly in place on the test surface, 

and the sur.fa.ce exposed for a fixed time to a single source of ultra

violet light. The optimum exposure should be determined by a preliminary 

test, but, as a rough' guide, an exposure tlme of about 10 minutes is 

required for a specimen situated 3 ft. from a 400 watts source. After 

exposure, the specimen is immersed in KPR Developer at room temperature 

for two minutes, using intermittent agitation to remove any unexposed 

emulsion. Finally, the grid is accentuated by immersing for 30 seconds 

in KPR Dye, and the specimen washed thoroughly in methyl alcohol and 

dried. To ensure adhesion of the film to the surface, it is advisable to 

bake the specimen for 30 minutes at 200°C, giving a final image of dark 

blue lines. 

'rhe printing of the grid must be undertaken before testing, and the 

specimen is then strained to about 3 or 4% in the manner described in 

section 4. The typical appearance of a printed grid after straining at 

200°C is shown in Fig. 11; the offsets at the grain boundaries due to 

sliding are elearly visible. 
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Two sets.of.measurements are then taken. . Firstly, the longitudinal' : 

offsets, ut ' are measured .at points aloI1gtransverse grid lines and the 

angle 8t between the boundary and the stress axis is also.recordedat 

each point of intersection. Egb is then calculated from Eq. (5) and,.:~ 
'.' 

since Et is known,this directly yields a value for y. Secondly, . 

measurements are taken, parallel to the stress axis, of the separation' ':". j. t ":1 ~ ~ . , . 
',' . 

between adjacent grid lines when both lines are contained. within the 

same grain. As. with the longitudinal offset s, . this is done on the 

screen of a projection microscope, and, at a magnification of about 1000, . 

it should be possible to measure each separation to an accuracy of 

±5xlO- s 'cm. The method of measurement employed is to carry out a 

longitudinal traverse of the' specimen along one of the grid lines, and· 

to measure the separation between lines perpendicular to the stress 

axis at every instance where two adjacent lines are contained within 

the same grain. This is an extremely ted~ous process, and again a large 

number of readings are required if the error bars are to be kept to an 

acceptable level. It should be possible, however,. to make at least 100 

measurements. These results are then utilized to determine the average 

grain strain,Es ' and hence the value of S. The percentage ratios of 

y andS .should approximate ~o.lOO%, within the very large error bars 

inherent in these measurements; this method therefore serves to directly 

indicate the .reliability of determining y solely from measurements of u~ 

Finally, there.sults are also used to determine a value of.k for 

use with measurements of v (Eq. '(6)). 
r 

Readings are taken to determine 

v ,in the manner indicated previously, and this value is then substituted 
r 

into Eq. (6), together with the value of y determined indirectly from 

, 

'" ,,' t 
t ~ " 

,r""" 
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the grid measurements.of e s ' The value of k obtained in this way, 

usually of the order of 1.0-1.5 at atotaJ.. stra.inof 2:"4%, may be used 

with Eq. (6) in subsequent tests to determine y directly from measure-

ments of v . 
r 

6.· FURTHER EXPERIMENTS 

The experiments already described have referred specifically to 

metallic substances, and to magnesiurn in particular. Hm-rever ~ grain 

boundary sliding may also be observed in polycrystalline ceramics, such 

as NaC1. 

The method !of producing a single crystal of NaCl has already been 

described in. Chapter 1. To produce polycrystalline material, the single 

crystal is cut so that it fits tightly into the container of an extrusion 

press, and extruded at a temperature of about 350°C. Care must be taken 

to machine the single crystal so that it exactly fits the die chamber, 

otherwise the polycrystalline sample 1vill probably contain some slight 

porosity at the grain boundaries. A typical reduction ratio during 

extrusion ;is 16: 1, and a, typical dimension for the polycrystalline 

material is of. the order of 0.25" diameter. An even grain size is 

attained by annea.ling the material for 2 hours a.t a temperature of 

400-450oC. Suitable specimens,of about 0.35" length, are cut to size 

using a ·wet strjng~ and polished by rolling 1)ackwaro.s and forwards in 

a tray of water. To observe grain boundary sliding, the specimen is 

tested in compression at 'V~OOoC, using a load such that measurable offsets 

occur after about a week. Following the test, measurements may be taken 

to determine vr ' or, .if transverse lines have been scribed on the surface 

prior to testing, y can.be determined from measurements of ut and 6t • 
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, .. 

It was suggested in. section 2 that an as ... cut,. or polished, surface 

should be used for the.tests on magnesium; rather.than'the surface that 

exists immediately after the heat treatment. ·.The .reason for this is 

that the internal boundaries beneath an as ... cut surface make random 

intersections with, the plane of the surface, .whereas . during the anneali,ng 

process the bou.ndaries preferentially migrate to positions of minimum 

energy configuration almost perpendicular to. the surface. A simple test 

can be performed to show the difference between an as-cut 'and an annealed 

surface configuration, by annealing two identical specimens at the same 

.. temperature for the same length of time. Following the anneal, one 

specimen is polished by removal of three or.four grain diameters, but 
, . 

the other specimen is retained in the annealed condition. Both specimens 

are then sectioned transversely, mounted -in cold-setting resin, and the 

cross-sectional faces polished and etched. .Measurements are taken of 

. the internal angles between the boundari~s and the surface , either by 

projection, or with a goniometer microscope eyepiece calibrated in 
-.. ,' .. 

degrees. The results will show that, whereas the average angle of inter~ 

section of the boundaries with an as-cut surface is about 57°, the average 

angle with an annealed surface is nearer to 90°, and probably of the 

. ~ .. order of 75-80°. The most realistic way of presenting this data is by 

'drawing histograms to show the.n.umberof boundaries recorded in each 5° ,. 

increment of angle. Usually, no boundaries are recorded on the annealed 
',I 

surface intersecting the surface at angles less than 30°. 

It.should be noted that the observed distribution of angles along a 

given section does not, in fact, .represent the true distribution of 

angles with the: surface. This can be seenby.ref,'erence to Fig. 12, where 
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A, D and E' are in the plane of the surface, andABCD represents a grain 

boundary inclined at a true angle <p. If BEF is the' random plane of' 

sectioning, then the measured or observed angle 13 is less than cp. It 

is clear from the figure that a boundary making a true angle of <p with 

the surface may a.ppear on sectioning at any angle 13 where <p~13~Oo. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

In this chapter, we have studied the behavior of materials when 

deformed slowly at high temperatures. An attempt has been maQe to dis-

tinguish between the deformati6n due to transgranular processes anQthat 

due to sliding at the grain boundaries. A fairly accurate estimate of 

this latter contribution is often very desirable, since sliding may 

play a very' important role in the nucleation of grain boundary cavities 

and thus in the ultimate failure of the material. 

Experimental evidence is available to show that, in metals sub-

jected to creep at temperatures greater than about 0.4 T , the sliding 
m 

contribution increases with a decrease in stress and/or grain strain. 

Under favorable conditions, results show that sliding may account for 

over 70% of the ~otal deformation during the early stages of creep. 

A reliable method of.determining y in such cases is thus of prime 

importance. 
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. FIG. I Typical creep curves obtained at different temperatures 
and stresses; the three stages of creep are indicated. 
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FIG. 3 Schematic diagram showing (a) the ease of measuring u from longitudinal or 
transverse markers in the absence of migration, and (b) the difficulty of 
measuring u from a longitudinal marker if migration o~curs. 
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XBB 678-4474 

Fig. 5 Tr i ple po int fold AB in a magne s ium alloy strained 
5.2% at 200 °C (x64o ) 

XBB 673-1381 

Fig. 6 Surface steps , due to grain boundary slidi ng , r evealed by 
having two mutually pe rpendicular surfaces. Magne s ium alloy 
strained 4.2% at 250°C; stre ss axis hor izontal (X190 ). 
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XBB 673-1378 

Grain boundary offsets revealed by i nterference fringes. 
Magnesium all oy str a i ned 1. 5% at 200°C. (x430) 

XBB 673-1377 

Fig. 9 Offsets revealed by a t r ansverse marker line 0 11 a magnesium 
alloy stra ined 2. 5% at 200°C. Str ess axis horizontal (X410 ). 
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'FIG. !O Schem~tic representation of a suiface prepared 
for measuring grain strain; s is determined from 
the separation between the liges at poihts A, B, _ 
C, D, E, etc. 
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XBB 673-1379 

Fig. 11 Offsets revealed by a grid printed on the surface of a 
magnesium alloy; specimen stra ined 1.1% at 200°C. stress 
axis horizontal (x200 ). 
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A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or 
implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, 
or usefulness of the information contained in this 
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or for damages resulting from the use of any infor
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